
Cxx. Proposed by Cosmin Pohoata, Princeton University, USA. Gigel and Costel have a
collection J of N empty jars of the same shape and a very large number of coins at their disposal
when they decide to play the following twisted game. Knowing that each jar has capacity of 100
coins, they take turns to pick a number of k coins from their enormous pile, with 1 ≤ k ≤ 10, and
then (in the same turn) choose a jar from J into which to put the selected coins. The winner is
the one fills the last jar from J . Assuming that Gigel goes first, determine if there is any winning
strategy available for any of the two players.

Solution. Winning strategies exist. If N is odd, the first player, Gigel, always wins, whereas
if N is even, Costel wins. We justify this as follows.

We first study the N = 1 and N = 2 cases. If N = 1, then Gigel’s strategy goes as follows: in
the first step, he chooses 1 coin to put inside the jar from (the sigleton) J ; afterwards, whenever
Costel picks k coins to put inside the jar, he chooses 11 − k at the next step. Given that 100 =

9 · 11 + 1, this will indeed be a winning strategy. If N = 2, then Costel wins (even easier) by
always immitating Gigel’s choice in the other jar (for example, Gigel chooses at step i to put ki
coins in jar j ∈ J , then Costel will choose in the next step to put ki coins in the jar J − {j}).

Now, the above strategies can be generalized as follows! For even N , Costel’s strategy simply
requires him to match the jars from J into N/2 pairs, say P1, . . . , PN/2. Then, when Gigel picks
his coins and puts them in some jar from J , Costel, at the next step, will pick the pair Pk containing
j and mimic Gigel’s choice in the other jar from Pk. It is straightforward to check that this
works. If N is odd, then Gigel could win as follows: he first picks 1 coin from some jar j ∈ J ;
then, he matches the jars from J − {j} in his mind into (N − 1)/2 pairs P1, . . . , P(N−1)/2;
after this, he has two rules. Whenever Costel chooses to put his coins into a jar from J − {j},
Gigel then picks the pair Pk containing j and immitates Costel’s choice in the other jar from
this pair; otherwise, if Costel chooses to place his coins into j, then Gigel simply puts 11 −
(the number of coins Costel chooses at the previous step) in the same jar j. According to cases
N = 1 and N = 2, this is indeed a winning strategy as one can easily check.
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